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Abstract
Reading and mathematical competencies are important cognitive prerequisites for children’s
educational achievement and later success in society. An ongoing debate pertains to potential
transfer effects between both domains and whether reading and mathematics influence each
other over time. Therefore, the present study on N = 5,185 students from the German National
Educational Panel Study examined cross-lagged effects between reading and mathematics
from Grades 5 to 12. The results revealed, depending on the chosen causal estimand,
negligible to small bidirectional effects. Adopting a between-person perspective, students
with higher mathematics scores at one point exhibited somewhat higher reading scores at the
subsequent measurement. In contrast, when adopting a within-person perspective, both skills
predicted longitudinal increases of the other skill in the lower grades but reversed effects in
higher grades. Taken together, these findings not only demonstrate that transfer effects
between reading and mathematics in secondary education tend to be small but also suggest
different patterns of effects depending on the modeling choice.
Keywords: mathematics, reading, competencies, skill transfer, secondary school
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Zusammenfassung
Lesen und Mathematik sind wichtige kognitive Voraussetzungen für schulische Leistungen
und den späteren Erfolg in der Gesellschaft. Eine aktuelle Debatte bezieht sich auf mögliche
Transfereffekte zwischen beiden Kompetenzen. In der vorliegenden Studie mit N = 5.185
Schülerinnen und Schülern aus dem Nationalen Bildungspanel wurden daher wechselseitige
Effekte zwischen Lesen und Mathematik in den Klassenstufen 5 bis 12 untersucht. Je nach
dem gewählten Kausalschätzer zeigten sich vernachlässigbare bis geringe bidirektionale
Effekte zwischen den beiden Domänen. Wird eine interindividuelle Perspektive zugrunde
gelegt, sagen höhere Mathematikkompetenzen zu einem Zeitpunkt etwas höhere
Lesekompetenzen bei der nachfolgenden Messung voraus. Wählt man dagegen eine
intraindividuelle Perspektive sagten beide Kompetenzen in den unteren Klassenstufen einen
Anstieg der anderen Kompetenz im Längsschnitt voraus, während sich die Effekte in den
höheren Klassenstufen umkehrten. Zusammengefasst scheinen Transfereffekte zwischen
Lesen und Mathematik in der Sekundarstufe eher gering zu sein und zeigen auch
unterschiedliche Wirkungsmuster je nach Modellwahl.
Schlüsselwörter: Mathematik, Lesen, Kompetenzen, Kompetenztransfer, Sekundarschule
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1. Introduction
Literacy and numeracy skills are the foundation of children’s educational careers and
later-life economic success (Clements and Sarama 2011; Jordan et al. 2009; Spengler et al.
2018; Watts et al. 2018). Therefore, reading and mathematics represent core subjects in
school from primary through secondary education. Numerous longitudinal studies have
delineated developmental trajectories for both domains from different perspectives to identify
important affordances and hindrances to children’s acquisition of sufficient levels of reading
and mathematics that allow them to excel in school and beyond (e.g., Little et al. 2021;
Scammacca et al. 2020; Skopek and Passaretta 2021; Wicht et al. 2021). However, despite
substantial correlations between both domains (Singer and Strasser 2017), an ongoing debate
pertains to the co-development of reading and mathematics and their bidirectional influences
on each other. While some studies suggested that proficient reading competencies might help
children to develop their mathematical competencies (Duncan et al. 2007; Erbeli et al. 2021),
results pointing in the opposite direction were less straightforward identifying only modest
influences (Bailey et al. 2020; Grimm et al. 2021). To some degree, the heterogeneity in
observed effects might be a result of different perspectives adopted in these studies (cf.
Hamaker et al. 2015; Mund and Nestler 2019). While recent studies on bidirectional effects
between reading and mathematics explicitly examined intraindividual processes to describe
causal patterns of effects between both domains, earlier studies primarily focused on betweenperson mechanisms. Therefore, the present study will make use of recent methodological
advancements in longitudinal and causal modeling (Hamaker et al. 2015; Lüdtke and
Robitzsch 2021) to rigorously evaluate how one domain longitudinally affects the other
domain in a representative sample of German students across a period of eight years. In
contrast to previous research that primarily involved children in kindergarten or primary
school (e.g., Bailey et al. 2020; Duncan et al. 2007; Erbeli et al. 2021; Hübner et al. 2021), the
present study focuses on secondary school from Grades 5 to 12. Thereby, we hope to extend
4
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the available body of research to older age groups that have already acquired a basic
understanding of reading and mathematics and are about to develop more complex literary
and numeracy skills.
1.1 The Co-Development of Reading and Mathematics
Reading and mathematical competencies are moderately to highly correlated. A metaanalysis of more than 60 samples estimated a pooled cross-sectional correlation between
reading and mathematics of .55 (Singer and Strasser 2017). Latent correlations that correct for
measurement errors in both domains are often substantially larger and can even reach values
exceeding .80 (e.g., Lechner, Gauly et al. 2021). Similarly, reading and mathematics disorders
(i.e., dyslexia and dyscalculia) show pronounced comorbidity. Individuals with one disability
have about two times greater chance of also having the other disorder (Joyner and Wagner
2020). Prevalent explanations for these associations typically refer to two major theoretical
strains that address either common causes of reading and mathematics or skill transfers
between the two domains.
1.1.1 Common Causes as Explanation
Referring to Cattell’s (1987) investment theory, young children supposedly possess
largely biologically determined general (fluid) cognitive abilities that set the stage for abstract
reasoning and the rate of learning in different tasks. During an individual’s life course,
individual interests and environmental stimulations at home or in school lead to the
acquisition of more complex (crystallized) abilities such as reading or mathematical
competencies. These acquired abilities are closely tied to specific contexts and are not
expected to affect other crystallized abilities. According to this view, the observed correlation
between reading and mathematics is the result of common causes that affect both domains
comparably. Indeed, empirical studies corroborated that fluid abilities are a leading predictor
of changes in crystallized abilities (Ferrer and McArdle 2004). Consequently, early cognitive
abilities such as phonological awareness (Cirino et al. 2018; Vanbinst et al. 2020), rapid
5
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automatized naming (Cirino et al. 2018; Korpipää et al. 2017), working memory (Peng et al.
2016, 2018), or reasoning (Peng et al. 2019) were also comparably associated with reading
and mathematics achievement.
1.1.2 Skill Transfers as Explanation
An alternative conjecture that also guides the present research conceptualizes the
observed correlation between reading and mathematics as a result of transfer effects between
the two domains (see Erbeli et al. 2021, for an overview of specific theories). For example,
functional theories of mathematics development (e.g., Dehaene and Cohen 1995; LeFevre et
al. 2010) suggest that reading-related skills such as language and phonological processing
shape the development of number concepts and support children’s learning of mathematics.
Thus, reading or, at least, reading-related abilities represent a means to understand
mathematical problems (e.g., when mathematical concepts are taught in school settings).
Following this line of reasoning, reading competencies should predict changes in
mathematical competence during children’s cognitive development. In contrast,
developmental theories for reading argued for opposite effects with mathematics facilitating
reading development. For example, Koponen et al. (2013) argued that fluent counting abilities
might be fundamental for the development of visual-verbal associations in long-term memory,
which are a precondition for later reading abilities.
Available empirical findings for these bidirectional effects between reading and
mathematics are somewhat heterogeneous. Intervention studies that randomly assigned
children to a training program for a specific skill (e.g., only reading or only mathematics) or a
control group found either substantial (Glenberg et al. 2012), mixed (Sarama et al. 2012), or
no pronounced (Fuchs et al. 2013) transfer effects on the other (untrained) domain. However,
some of these studies have recently been criticized (Bailey et al. 2020) for exhibiting a rather
limited construct validity because it was not clear whether pure reading or mathematical
competencies were the focus of the administered trainings (or rather a blend of both, such as
6
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mathematical language). Thus, it is difficult to draw definite conclusions on bidirectional
effects between reading and mathematics from the available experimental findings. In
contrast, observational research that studied longitudinal effects of skill development for
reading and mathematics found rather consistent support for transfer effects of reading on
mathematics (e.g., Bailey et al. 2020; Cameron et al. 2019; Duncan et al. 2007; Erbeli et al.
2021; Grimm 2008; Grimm et al 2021; Hübner et al., 2021; Purpura et al. 2011). However,
the size of the respective effects varied considerably corresponding to correlations of about
.06 (Bailey et al. 2020; Grimm 2008), .20 (Cameron et al. 2019), or even .30 (Purpura et al.
2011). Reverse transfer effects with mathematical competencies predicting changes in reading
competencies were less consistent with some studies reporting stronger transfer effects
(Duncan et al. 2007), comparable transfer effects (Cameron et al. 2019), substantially smaller
transfer effects (Bailey et al. 2020), or even no transfer effects at all (Erbeli et al. 2021).
Taken together, these findings provide partial support for bidirectional effects between
reading and mathematics, albeit with more consistent support for the effects of reading on
mathematics than for the other direction.
1.1.3 A Developmental Perspective
When considering possible bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics, it
seems important to have a more differentiated view, depending on which stage in the course
of development is being studied. The nature of the developmental association between
competence domains can change over time (as it was shown, for example, for the relation
between working memory and vocabulary; Gathercole et al. 1992). Moreover, different
indicators may be used to capture the constructs in different stages of development (such as
vocabulary knowledge in early childhood versus reading comprehension in adolescence). So
far, the available research has studied bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics
mostly in younger children, that is, in kindergarten and primary school (Bailey et al. 2020;
Cameron et al. 2019; Duncan et al. 2007; Koponen et al. 2013; Vanbinst et al. 2020). In these
7
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studies, especially when kindergarten children were included, often precursor skills were
measured to assess reading or mathematical competencies. For instance, print familiarity,
letter recognition, beginning and ending sounds, or vocabulary knowledge were used as
indicators of emergent reading competencies, whereas number knowledge, counting, number
sequence, or basic addition and subtraction problems were used as indicators of emergent
mathematical competencies (Bailey et al. 2020; Duncan et al. 2007; Vanbinst et al. 2020).
Studies investigating the relation between reading and mathematical competencies in the
school entry phase found a large overlap between both domains (Bailey et al. 2020; Vanbinst
et al. 2020) with a correlation above .90 between stable latent factors of reading and
mathematics (Bailey et al. 2020). An explanation for the high correlation between reading and
mathematical competencies at this early stage might be that both rely on phonological codes
or an individual’s sensitivity to the sound structure of oral language (De Smedt et al. 2010;
Koponen et al. 2013; Vanbinst et al. 2020; Vukovic & Lesaux, 2013). However, the nature of
the relation between reading and mathematics may change when children grow older and the
reasons why both domains influence each other might be different ones in secondary school.
So far, only a few studies addressed the relationship between reading and mathematics in
secondary school (Björn et al. 2015; Harlaar et al. 2012; Kyttälä and Björn 2014). In
comparison to primary school, mathematical tasks become more complex later on. Thus, in
secondary education students should develop a more sophisticated mathematical
understanding as well as the ability to apply this understanding to solving problems associated
with them (Neumann et al. 2013). Often, mathematical word problems are used in the
educational context (Riley and Greeno 1988) which require reading the mathematical story or
the problem presented before writing down the mathematical operations and then solving the
problem. Therefore, it might seem obvious that the ability to solve these tasks relies on
reading comprehension and other literacy skills, such as word decoding or vocabulary (Björn
et al. 2015; Kyttälä and Björn 2014). In line with this view, Björn et al. (2015) showed that
8
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text comprehension at the end of primary school predicted mathematical word problem
performance in secondary school. Interestingly, this was true even after controlling for textreading fluency. In a study with 12year-olds, Harlaar et al. (2012) also found a genetic
overlap between reading comprehension and mathematics, with higher correlations between
reading comprehension and mathematics compared to those between word decoding and
mathematics. Based on these findings it could be assumed that reading comprehension may be
stronger related to mathematics in secondary school than in primary school when children still
have to gain experience in decoding or basic reading skills (Gough et al. 1996). Overall, there
is some evidence that reading comprehension and mathematics are related in the secondary
school years. However, only little is known about the bidirectional relationship during this
period and whether the influence of one domain on the other one changes over time.
1.2 Methodological Considerations for the Analysis of Bidirectional Effects
Bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics are typically examined using
autoregressive models that predict performance in one domain from its initial performance
and performance in the other domain (e.g., Cameron et al. 2019; Duncan et al. 2007; Purpura
et al. 2011). Analyses that simultaneously examine respective effects for both domains
together can be conveniently specified as cross-lagged panel models (CLPM; see the left
panel in Figure 1) in a structural equation modeling (SEM) framework. In these analyses, the
lagged effects of, for example, reading on mathematics are interpreted as causal transfer
effects. However, this view has been increasingly criticized for representing spurious effects
resulting from stable confounds that affect both domains comparably (Bailey et al. 2020;
Berry and Willoughby 2017; Lucas 2022). Rather unchanging (or, at least, slowly changing)
environmental or personal factors across the observational period such as children’s basic
cognitive abilities or learning contexts that are unique to each child might simultaneously
influence both reading and mathematics. In this case, meaningful causal conclusions, for
example, about the impact of reading on mathematics development are infeasible (Berry and
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Willoughby 2017). Therefore, the random-intercept cross-lagged panel model (RI-CLPM;
Hamaker et al. 2015) has been suggested as an intriguing alternative that additionally
accounts for stable between-person differences (see the right panel in Figure 1) and, thus, can
overcome the limitations of the CLPM (see also Mund and Nestler 2019 or Grimm et al.
2021). In the RI-CLPM, the competence scores of each person are implicitly ipsatized (i.e.,
centered within persons). The bidirectional analyses are then based on the residualized scores
(net of the stable between-person variances) and not the total scores as in the CLPM.
Consequently, in the RI-CLPM the cross-lagged effects indicate whether the deviation of a
person’s average competence at one point has a prospective effect on the change of the
within-person deviation of the other competence. Thus, when a student has a higher reading
(or mathematical) competence as compared to his or her usual competence level in one grade,
a positive cross-lagged effect would indicate that this student is about to exhibit a subsequent
increase in his or her mathematical (or reading) competence in the following. Thus, the RICLPM allows for more unambiguous tests of bidirectional hypotheses between different
domains.
A major drawback of the RI-CLPM is that it targets a different causal effect as compared
to the CLPM. While in the CLPM bidirectional effects try to explain between-person
differences (i.e., differential change; Asendorpf 2021), the RI-CLPM captures within-person
effects, that is, temporary fluctuations around a person’s mean (Lüdtke and Robitzsch 2021).
Thus, in contrast to the interpretation of the RI-CLPM outlined above, cross-lagged effects in
the CLPM indicate whether students with, for example, a higher reading competence at one
point (as compared to other students) are expected to exhibit higher mathematical competence
at a subsequent time. To properly examine these between-person effects, Lüdtke and
Robitzsch (2021) recently suggested analyzing the CLPM from a causal inference perspective
(Pearl et al. 2016) and accounting for potential confounding factors that might impede causal
interpretations of bidirectional effects. Importantly, they showed that controlling for the effect
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from the two prior measurement occasions (instead of only one as in the CLPM) can help
control for many unobserved confounders (see also VanderWeele et al. 2020). Thus, although
the RI-CLPM and the CLPM with autoregressive lag 2 effects (CLPM-L2; see the middle
panel in Figure 1) both try to control for stable environmental or personal factors that might
affect both domains (either using a latent trait factor or the inclusion of autoregressive
effects), the interpretations of the resulting cross-lagged effects substantially diverge. Which
of the two effect interpretations is of greater interest in a given situation depends on the
specific research question that one wants to address.
1.3. The Present Study
Although developmental trajectories of reading and mathematical competencies have
been subject to intense longitudinal research in Germany (e.g., Skopek and Passaretta 2021;
Wicht et al. 2021) and also internationally (e.g., Little et al. 2021; Scammacca et al. 2020),
controversies remain regarding their bidirectional influences over time (e.g., Bailey et al.
2020; Cameron et al. 2019; Duncan et al. 2007; Grimm et al. 2021). Recent methodological
research (e.g., Berry and Willoughby 2017; Hamaker et al. 2015; Lüdtke and Robitzsch,
2021) suggested that the inconsistent findings in previous research might be partly a
consequence of biasing influences from unmodeled confounders that prevented the
identification of causal pathways. Therefore, the present study on bidirectional effects
between reading and mathematical competencies contrasts two different methodological
approaches that overcome this weakness, that is, the RI-CLPM and the CLPM-L2, to study
how one domain might predict changes in the other domain. Moreover, prior research on
bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics almost exclusively relied on manifest
point estimates (e.g., sum scores) although most psychological measures exhibit a less than
perfect reliability (e.g., Gnambs, 2014, 2015). Because uncorrected measurement errors can
seriously distort the validity of path models (Cole and Preacher 2014), we will adopt a latent
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variable approach to evaluate transfer effects between the two domains on the true score level
(see also Mulder and Hamaker, 2021).
So far, research on the connection between literacy and numeracy skills mainly
concentrated on younger children from kindergarten to primary school (e.g., Bailey et al.
2020; Cameron et al. 2019; Koponen et al. 2013; Vanbinst et al. 2020). Moreover, the focus
in these studies has often been placed on the links between text-reading ﬂuency (or word
decoding) and mathematical skills. Thus, the existing empirical evidence on bidirectional
effects between reading and mathematics is often limited to indicators of early reading skills
in primary school. Less is known about the relationship between reading competence and
mathematical competence in older age groups (Björn et al. 2015; Harlaar et al. 2012), even
though it can be assumed that the role of text comprehension becomes more important for
solving complex mathematical tasks (especially involving verbose problem statements) when
students are in secondary school. Therefore, we will focus on students in lower and upper
secondary education across Germany and study cross-lagged effects of reading and
mathematical competencies from Grades 5 to 12.
2. Method
2.1 Sample and Procedure
The German National Educational Panel Study (NEPS; Blossfeld and Roßbach 2019)
follows multiple cohorts of children, adolescents, and adults across their life courses. The
present study focuses on Starting Cohort 3 of the NEPS that comprises a representative
sample of five graders from different secondary schools across Germany. The sample was
drawn using a stratified multistage sampling design as detailed in Steinhauer et al. (2015):
First, a random sample of schools at the secondary level offering education in fifth grade was
selected that was stratified according to the major school types in Germany. Then, in each
school, all students from two randomly drawn classes for whom parental consent could be
obtained were eligible to participate. This resulted in a sample of N = 5,185 students (48%
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girls) from 234 different secondary schools that were administered the focal competence tests
in Grade 5. Their mean age was 10.93 years (SD = 0.52) and about 19% of them had a
migration background. About 19%, 21%, and 44% of the students attended schools with
lower (Hauptschule), intermediate (Realschule), or upper (Gymnasium) secondary education,
respectively. The remaining students were enrolled in various specialized school types (e.g.,
Gesamtschule). Follow-up competence assessments in the studied domains were conducted in
Grades 7, 9, and 12. The achievement tests were administered in small groups by trained test
administrators at the respective schools. In Grade 12, students that left their original school
after Grade 9 or chose another educational path such as vocational training were tracked and
individually tested at their private homes (about 61% of the sample)1.
Basic information on the sample at the four measurement occasions is summarized in
Table 1. We observed pronounced nonresponse rates across grades that ranged between 26%
in Grade 7 and 38% in Grade 122. However, the descriptive information in Table 1 did not
suggest pronounced selection effects. Although students with migration backgrounds or lower
socio-economic status (as measured by the highest parental international socio-economic
index of occupational status; Ganzeboom 2010) had a higher propensity for nonresponse in
Grade 12, the respective effects were small. Importantly, nonresponse was only weakly

1

At the last measurement occasion, most participants were assessed individually at home because they left their

original school or followed another educational path (e.g., vocational training). Even though only a subsample of
respondents attended regular schools (i.e., Gymnasium), for convenience, we refer to the last measurement
occasion as ‘Grade 12’. However, it must be emphasized that the sample was composed of a mixture of
respondents from school and non-school settings.
2

Due to time constraints in the individual assessment at home, a randomly assigned rotation design was applied

in Grade 12 which resulted in a reduced number of students with data in the reading and mathematical
competence tests. However, because this data was missing completely at random, the nonresponse did not
introduce systematic bias in the analyses results.
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associated with reading and mathematical competencies or general cognitive functioning
measured in Grade 5. Thus, nonresponse did not introduce a substantial bias in the sample
composition across measurement occasions. Detailed attrition analyses are summarized in the
supplemental material.
2.2 Instruments
Reading and mathematical competencies were measured with paper-based achievement
tests that were specifically constructed for administration in the NEPS. The construction
rationales of these tests were linked to established frameworks of other large-scale
assessments such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (OECD 2017).
Thus, they were not curricular (i.e., tied to specific school subjects) but adhered to the literacy
concept that focuses on the relevance of competencies for successful participation in society
(Weinert et al. 2019). For all tests, a comparable scaling procedure was adopted (see Pohl and
Carstensen 2013) that provided unidimensional proficiency scores. To allow for meaningful
mean-level comparisons between grades, the tests were linked to a common scale following
Fischer et al. (2016, 2019).
Reading competencies were measured with different tests that included 32 items in Grade
5 (Pohl et al. 2012), 40 items in Grade 7 (Krannich et al. 2017), 46 items in Grade 9 (Scharl et
al. 2017), and 29 items in Grade 12 (Kutscher and Scharl 2020). To allow for a better test
targeting and greater measurement precision, the tests administered in Grades 7, 9, and 12
adhered to a branched testing design (Pohl 2013) that assigned different booklets including
either easier or more difficult items to the students depending on their performance in the
previous assessment wave. The items used different response formats including multiplechoice or matching tasks. All reading tests followed a common construction framework (see
Gehrer et al. 2003) and included five different text types (i.e., information, instruction,
advertising, commenting, and literary texts). Moreover, the items addressed three different
cognitive requirements (i.e., finding information in the text, drawing text-related conclusions,
14
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and reflecting and assessing). To prevent memory effects, the tests administered in the
different grades did not share common items. Rather, the tests were linked across
measurement occasions using an anchor-group design that relied on independent link samples
(see Fischer et al. 2016). The proficiency scores resulted in satisfactory marginal reliabilities
of .77, .83, .81, and .80 in Grades 5, 7, 9, and 12, respectively.
The four tests of mathematical competencies included 25 items in Grade 5 (Durchhardt
and Gerdes 2012), 23 items in Grade 7 (Schnittjer and Gerken 2017), 34 items in Grade 9
(Van den Ham et al. 2018), and 30 items in Grade 12 (Petersen et al. 2020). Again, the tests
administered in Grades 9 and 12 followed the logic of branched testing (Pohl 2013) and
included different booklets with either easier or more difficult items. The items used different
response formats including multiple-choice and short constructed responses. All mathematics
tests followed a common construction rationale (see Neumann et al. 2013) that specified five
different content areas (i.e., quantity, space and shape, change and relationship, and data and
chance) as well as six cognitive components that were required for a successful task solution.
The tests administered in successive grades shared some common items. Therefore, the
mathematics tests were linked across grades using an anchor-item design (cf. Fischer et al.
2016). The marginal reliabilities of the proficiency scores in the four grades were good with
.80, .76, .81, and .77, respectively.
Measured confounders included the students’ self-reported sex (0 = male, 1 = female) and
socio-economic status as reflected by the highest parental international socio-economic index
of occupational status (Ganzeboom 2010). Moreover, a Raven-like matrices test (Lang et al.
2014; see also Gnambs and Nusser 2019) administered in Grade 5 was used as an indicator of
general cognitive functioning. The 12 items required the identification of a logical rule that
completed a figural sequence. Despite its rather short length, the sum score exhibited a good
categorical ω reliability of .71. Finally, we acknowledged three dummy-coded indicators
representing the school type with upper secondary education as the reference category.
15
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2.3 Analysis Plan
The bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics were examined using the
CLPM and its extensions, the RI-CLPM (Hamaker et al. 2015) and CLPM-L2 (Lüdtke and
Robitzsch 2021). The SEMs were estimated in R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team 2021) with
lavaan version 0.6-9 (Rosseel 2012) and semTools version 0.5-5 (Jorgensen et al. 2021) using
the Yuan and Bentler (2000) test statistic and cluster-robust standard errors (Savalei 2014)
that account for the nesting of students within different schools. These analyses modeled
latent variables with 30 plausible values estimated with NEPSscaling version 2.2.0 (Scharl et
al. 2020). For the estimation of plausible values, a large number of variables was specified as
background model to increase their precision (cf. Lechner, Bhaktha et al. 2021; Lüdtke and
Robitzsch 2017). Following Weirich et al. (2014), missing values in the background variables
were imputed 30 times with classification and regression trees (Burgette and Reiter 2010).
Details on the estimation of the plausible values are given in the supplemental material. To
account for the nonresponse across measurement occasions, missing values were imputed 30
times. Plausible values were imputed based on the background model in NEPSscaling (Scharl
et al. 2020) while missing covariates were imputed in mice version 3.13.0 (Van Buuren and
Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011). The results of the multiply imputed SEMs were combined
following Rubin’s (1987) rules.
The competence scores were z-standardized with respect to the means and standard
deviations in Grade 5. Thus, all regression parameters refer to the standardized scale (with M
= 0 and SD = 1) of the initial competence assessment. In addition, we also report the
percentage of variance explained by these effects in the total reading and mathematics scores3.

3

We refrain from reporting standardized regression coefficients because these are not readily comparable

between the CLPM-L2 and the RI-CLPM. Autoregressive and cross-lagged effects in the CLPM-L2 predict the
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Sensitivity analyses evaluated the stability of the observed results when (not) controlling for
four measured confounders.
The goodness of fits of the estimated models were evaluated using three practical fit
indices including the robust comparative fit index (CFI; Brosseau-Liard and Savalei 2014),
the robust root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA; Brosseau-Liard et al. 2012),
and the standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR). In line with conventional standards
(e.g., Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003), we viewed models with CFI ≥ .95, RMSEA ≤ .08, and
SRMR ≤ .10 as “acceptable”, while models with CFI ≥ .97, RMSEA ≤ .05, or SRMR ≤ .05
were considered as “good” fitting. Model comparisons were based on differences in the
practical fit indices and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwartz 1978) for which
lower values indicate a better fit. Moreover, we also report the results of log-likelihood
difference tests between nested models. However, given the large power to identify even
negligible effects in the present sample, we give less weight to these results for our
interpretations.
2.4 Benchmarks for Effect Interpretations
Empirical effect size distributions in various psychological fields (e.g., Bosco et al. 2015;
Gignac and Szodorai 2016) typically show a median correlation of r = .20 with an
interquartile range of about .10 to .30. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis on the relationship
between fluid intelligence and domain-specific competencies (Peng et al. 2019) showed that
intelligence predicted later reading or mathematics performance while partialing out initial
performance at r = .17 to .24. Therefore, we will also consider cross-lagged effects that
explain about 4% of the variance in the outcome as medium effects, whereas effects

mathematics and reading scores, while in the RI-CLPM they are predicting the residuals (after accounting for
stable between-person differences) whose variances are substantially smaller. Therefore, we report the
percentage of variance explained in the total scores.
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explaining less than 1% of variance will be considered small. However, given that
competence development is likely to be determined by a multitude of different causes, it has
been recently argued that modest effects should be expected to represent the norm in
reproducible cumulative science (Götz et al. 2022). Thus, in longitudinal studies, even small
bivariate effects controlling for stability (i.e., autoregressive) effects might be viewed as
meaningful due to accumulating long-term effects (Adachi and Willoughby 2015).
2.5 Transparency and Openness
The study material, detailed information on the assessment procedure, and the analyzed
raw data are available to the research community at NEPS Network (2020). Moreover, we
provide the computer code including the analysis output that was used to derive the reported
findings at https://osf.io/uejs7/.
3. Results
3.1 Descriptive Analyses
The density distributions of the latent reading and mathematics scores at the four
measurement occasions in Figure 2 show substantial interindividual differences in both
domains and each grade. As expected, the modes of these distributions were sequentially
ordered across time indicating that, on average, competencies increased throughout secondary
school. However, the increase in mathematical competencies seemed slightly stronger (d =
2.11) as compared to the increase in reading competencies (d = 1.62; see also Table 2).
Reading and mathematics were substantially correlated, cross-sectionally as well as
longitudinally (see Table 2). The latent scores correlated within grades between r = .59 and
.77. The respective correlations showed a systematic trend across grades and gradually
reduced across subsequent measurement waves. The cross-domain correlations across grades
were only moderately smaller and fell between .58 and .72. Thus, descriptively reading and
mathematics exhibited substantial bivariate associations within grades and also across grades.
However, these correlations do not inform about causal effects between the two domains
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because unacknowledged confounders might have affected reading and mathematics
comparably. Therefore, three bidirectional autoregressive models (see Figure 1) were
estimated to study the longitudinal cross-domain associations between reading and
mathematics in greater detail.
3.2 Stable Between-Person Differences in Reading and Mathematics
The CLPM (left panel in Figure 1) showed a rather modest fit with a CFI of .92, an
RMSEA of .13, and an SRMR of .06. In contrast, the CLPM-L2 (middle panel in Figure 2)
and the RI-CLPM (right panel in Figure 1) both exhibited superior fits to the data with CFIs
of .98, RMSEAs of .09 and .08, and SRMRs of .02 and .05, respectively. Model comparisons
(see Table 3) emphasized significantly (p < .05) better fits for the CLPM-L2 (BIC = 77287)
and RI-CLPM (BIC = 77287) as compared to the CLPM (BIC = 79634). In contrast, the
goodness of fit indicators did not prefer one of the two extensions of the CLPM over the
other. Rather, both highlighted the importance of acknowledging stable between-person
differences when analyzing bidirectional effects in reading and mathematical competencies.
The CLPM-L2 showed substantial stability between grades for both domains (all ps <
.001). Interestingly, the autoregressive lag 2 effects for reading and mathematics, Mdn (B) =
0.27 and Mdn(B) = 0.42, were only marginally smaller than the respective first-order effects,
Mdn(B) = .31 and Mdn(B) = .44. Thus, students with higher competencies at a given point
also had higher competencies at the two previous time points as compared to other students.
Similarly, the random intercepts for reading and mathematics in the RI-CLPM exhibited
substantial variances of 0.61, p < .001, and 0.81, p < .001, respectively, which indicate
pronounced interindividual differences between students in both domains. The two random
effects correlated at r = .84, p < .001, suggesting that students with higher reading
competencies had, on average, also higher mathematics competencies.
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3.3 Cross-Lagged Effects for Reading and Mathematics
The structural effects of the different autoregressive models are summarized in Table 4.
Model comparisons did not support equality constraints for the autoregressive effects or the
cross-lagged effects between the different grades. Thus, both dynamic effects changed across
the measurement occasions. The CLPM-L2 showed significant (p < .05) cross-lagged effects
for mathematics on reading across grades. However, these cross-lagged effects explained only
1.1% of the variance in reading scores in Grade 12 and even less in Grade 9. The respective
effect of mathematics measured in Grade 5 predicting reading in Grade 7 cannot be readily
compared to the former effects because they did not include lag effects of the second order.
For the other direction, the respective effects were smaller and in Grade 12 not even
significant (p = .536). Thus, reading explained less than 1% in the variance of the observed
mathematics scores in Grades 9 and 12. Together, these results suggest that students with
higher mathematics scores in Grade 7 or Grade 9 exhibited somewhat higher reading scores at
the subsequent measurement point as compared to students with lower mathematics scores.
In contrast to the CLPM-L2, the cross-lagged effects in the RI-CLPM capture only the
within-person dynamics of competence development after accounting for the stable traits. The
cross-lagged effects showed that when students had higher reading (or mathematics)
competencies (as compared to his or her average competence) in Grade 5, they were about to
exhibit a subsequent increase in the other ability in Grade 7. However, the respective effects
were small and explained 2.8% and 1.3% of the variance in the total scores. Across the course
of secondary school, these effects gradually reversed. Thus, when individuals had higher
reading (or mathematics) competencies as compared to their average competencies in Grade
9, they were expected to have a substantial decline in their temporary mathematics (or
reading) scores in Grade 12. These effects were substantially larger and explained about 3.2%
and 6.6% of the variance in total scores. Together, these results suggest that students with
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higher than usual competence scores in one domain exhibited substantially lower deviations
from their average competence level in the other domain.
3.4 Controlling for Observed Confounders
Causal inference requires that the analyses controlled for all relevant confounders.
Therefore, we repeated the previous analyses using the students’ sex, socio-economic status,
general cognitive functioning, and the school type as covariates in the analysis models. Thus,
we regressed the latent variables for reading and mathematics at each measurement occasion
on these covariates. These analyses replicated the previously reported results in large part.
The respective results are summarized in the supplemental material. Again, the CPLM
exhibited an inferior model fit as compared to the CLPM-L2 and the RI-CLPM (see Table 3).
The CLPM-L2 showed small to negligible cross-lagged effects of mathematics on reading
(0.5% to 1.6% explained variance) and negligible cross-lagged effects of reading on
mathematics (explaining less than 1% of variance). In contrast, the RI-CLPM identified
positive cross-lagged effects of both domains on the other domain in Grade 7 and a reversed
pattern in Grade 12. As compared to the previous analyses, these effects explained a larger
amount of variance in Grade 7 (6.6% and 2.0%) and less variance in Grade 12 (0.8% and
4.6%). Thus, it might be speculated that the latter cross-lagged effects are partially spurious
results from unacknowledged confounders.
4. Discussion
The main goal of the study was to investigate potential transfer effects between reading
and mathematics over the course of lower and upper secondary school. Based on recent
discussions (e.g., Asendorpf 2021; Lüdtke and Robitzsch 2021; Orth et al. 2021), different
methodological approaches were used to describe how one domain might predict changes in
the other domain. These analyses led to several intriguing findings.
First of all, the data of our study confirmed previous findings in showing that reading as
well as mathematical competencies – at least on average – steadily increased throughout
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secondary school (e.g., Rescorla and Rosenthal 2004; Shin et al. 2013). Moreover, the results
showed considerable stability of interindividual differences in reading and mathematical
competencies over time, albeit the stability was even higher for mathematics than for reading.
Consistent with the existent literature (e.g., Adelson et al. 2015; Shin et al. 2013), reading and
mathematical competencies were substantially correlated, with the cross-sectional correlations
gradually becoming somewhat smaller over time. Combined with the results of the metaanalysis by Singer and Strasser (2017) who showed that the correlations between both
domains were independent of age but included only students up to middle school age, the
findings might suggest that the association between reading and mathematics tends to become
less strong only later, towards the end of secondary school.
To examine the longitudinal cross-domain associations between reading and mathematics
three bidirectional autoregressive models were estimated. Whereas the CLPM and the CLPML2 adopted a between-person perspective, the RI-CLPM is based on a within-person
perspective and indicates whether the deviation of a person’s average competence at a given
time point influences the change of the subsequent within-person deviation of the other
competence. A comparison of the model fits revealed significantly better fits for the CLPML2 and RI-CLPM as compared to the CLPM. However, with regard to model fit, none of the
two extensions of the CLPM was superior to the other. These findings suggest that both
models assuming stable between-person differences provided a more appropriate description
of the developmental processes than the CLPM. In this context, it has been argued that
differences in model fit do not necessarily indicate which of the models is better from a
theoretical perspective (Lüdtke and Robitzsch 2021; Orth et al. 2021).
If we rely on the results of the CLPM which has been most commonly used for decades
(Orth et al. 2021), the interpretation would be that students with higher mathematical
competencies (relative to others) will show a subsequent rank-order increase in reading
compared to individuals with lower mathematical competencies. Even though corresponding
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relationships were found for the opposite direction, the size of the bidirectional effects proved
to be higher for mathematics on reading than for reading on mathematics. Thus, based on the
CLPM, the results confirm findings by Duncan et al. (2007) concerning the predictive power
of early mathematical skills in young children and suggest that there might be a transfer effect
from mathematics to reading (Koponen et al., 2013). Moreover, they contradict the
assumption that reading comprehension becomes more important for solving complex
mathematical tasks in secondary school (Björn et al. 2015; Harlaar et al. 2012). However, an
alternative interpretation could be that students’ mathematical competencies are more
reflective than reading competencies of the factors that influence students’ learning in general
throughout school (Bailey et al. 2020). That is, confounding could have occurred when
mathematical competencies were related more strongly to possible common causes such as
different facets of children’s cognitive abilities or environmental factors than reading
competencies. In our study, we controlled for gender, reasoning abilities, school track, and
socioeconomic status as possible confounders. Potentially, however, the inclusion of these
control variables was not comprehensive enough. For example, we used only a short test to
assess students’ reasoning abilities and did not include any indicators of working memory
(Peng et al. 2016, 2018) or executive functioning (Bull et al. 2008). Thus, the question
remains whether the bidirectional effects found could have been partially spurious results
from unacknowledged confounders. Apart from that, the fit indices were clearly below the
values that would be expected to be considered as a good fit (e.g., Schermelleh-Engel et al
2003).
In comparison to the CLPM, the advantage of the CLPM-L2 is that the inclusion of prior
measures of the variables of interest provides a stronger control for confounding variables
(VanderWeele et al. 2020). As the CLPM-L2 did not include measures of reading and
mathematics before Grade 5, the respective cross-lagged effects can only be interpreted from
Grade 7. Looking at this time frame, the results showed small to negligible effects for
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mathematics on reading suggesting that students with higher mathematics competencies in
Grade 7 or Grade 9 tended to have a somewhat higher increase in reading scores at the
subsequent measurement point as compared to students with lower mathematics
competencies. Contrary to our expectations, the respective effects for reading on mathematics
were even smaller. Taken together, no clear indications were found for any bidirectional
effects between reading and mathematics based on the CLPM-L2 and skill transfer does not
appear to be a good explanation to describe the developmental changes between the Grades 7
and 12. Again, the assumption that reading comprehension becomes more important for
solving complex mathematical tasks in secondary school (Björn et al. 2015; Harlaar et al.
2012) could not be confirmed based on this model. A possible explanation for this unexpected
finding could be that most students in the middle of secondary school have already reached a
level of reading comprehension that is sufficient to deal with the mathematical tasks that are
typical for this age group. Possibly, a further improvement of reading comprehension does not
lead to a corresponding improvement in mathematics when the linguistic requirements in the
mathematics tasks do not increase anymore. Rather, the greater difficulty of mathematics
tasks may be due to other complexity features more than linguistic characteristics. Compared
to the CLPM the bidirectional effects are considerably smaller in the CLPM-L2. As the
CLPM-L2 helps to exclude unmeasured confounders (VanderWeele et al. 2020) this finding
may be an indication that there are common causes (e.g., reasoning abilities, working
memory) that affect both domains and that are not (or not sufficiently) controlled for in the
CLPM.
As for the RI-CLPM, the interpretation of the effects is different again because only
within-person eﬀects were analyzed that refer to temporary ﬂuctuations around individuals’
means. According to this model, the cross-lagged effects showed that, at the beginning of
secondary school, students with higher competencies in one domain as compared to their
average competence tended to exhibit increased scores in the other competence domain at the
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subsequent measurement point. Thus, temporary comparatively high competencies in reading
or mathematics led not only to increased competencies in the same domain but also in the
other domain. Interestingly, the direction of the effects changed across the course of
secondary school, more specifically, after Grade 7 for the effect of mathematics on reading
and after Grade 9 for the effect of reading on mathematics. Towards the end of secondary
school, students with temporary higher reading competencies as compared to their average
competence level were likely to show comparatively lower mathematic scores at the next time
point. The same was true for the effects of mathematics on reading. A tentative explanation
for these effects could be related to the possibilities of domain-specific specialization in upper
secondary school. At least in Germany, the school system offers multiple pathways in either
further general education or vocational training which might provide more options to
specialize in a competence domain (Freund et al. 2021). When students have temporary
higher competencies in reading or mathematics than usual this could also be related to
affective-motivational factors such as domain-specific self-concepts, motivation, or interest
that are known to be associated with the corresponding competencies (Denissen et al. 2007;
Gogol et al. 2017; McElvany et al. 2008; Wolter and Hannover 2016). According to the
internal/external frame of reference model (Marsh 1986) it could be predicted that domainspecific abilities have positive effects on academic self-concepts in the corresponding domain
and negative effects across domains (see also Brunner et al. 2008). Thus, experiencing
temporary higher competencies in one domain that are possibly associated with higher selfconcept, higher motivation or higher interest in this domain could lead to subsequently
decreasing competence scores in the other domain, especially when the school system offers
some opportunities for specialization. However, we must acknowledge that this interpretation
is speculative. It could also be the case that the reported findings are partially a consequence
of using instruments that are not curricular and the fact that the measured competencies do not
or only partially correspond to the competencies actually taught in class. Put differently, if
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more curricular tests were used, possible bidirectional effects could be larger but maybe even
smaller or nonexistent, depending on the specific content of the curricular tests (e.g.,
geometry, algebra, word problems as contents of mathematics or orthography, writing essays,
reading literature as contents of language classes).
On a more general level, it is questionable whether the RI-CLPM which captures
fluctuations around a person-mean is suited to investigate bidirectional effects in the longterm development of competencies. For example, Andersen (2021) recently emphasized that
the RI-CLPM is inherently misspecified if the studied construct is not at equilibrium, that is,
stationary with constant mean and variance across the observation period. However, in
developmental studies this situation seems to be the norm rather than the exception, for
example, when increasing levels of domain-specific competences are expected to occur
throughout children’s educational careers. As argued before (Asendorpf 2021; Lüdtke and
Robitzsch 2021; Orth et al. 2021), the RI-CLPM is a good choice when the goal is to examine
oscillations around a constant such as in short-term studies of states. However, from a
developmental perspective, the competence level of a student at a given time point can be
seen as the result of cumulative learning processes that are based on students’ prerequisites
(e.g., reasoning ability, working memory) and take place in interaction with their learning
environment. Therefore, in this case, differential change can be considered “a continuous drift
away from the initial between-person differences” (Asendorpf 2021, p. 829) and the
interpretation of the person-mean is not at all clear.
4.1 Limitations and Future Directions
We want to highlight four aspects of the present study that might limit the
generalizability of the reported findings and emphasize the need for follow-up research. First,
the administered competence tests operationalized reading and mathematics from a literacy
perspective (OECD 2017; Weinert et al. 2019) that describes the ability to understand and use
written texts or mathematical concepts to achieve one’s goals and to effectively take part in
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society. Thus, the tests did not emphasize specific content areas of reading or mathematics
which might show different bidirectional associations. For example, understanding geometry
requires pronounced visual-spatial abilities to apprehend and deconstruct visual forms
(Clements 2004). Therefore, reading comprehension might be of less importance for the
development of geometric abilities, while it might be more important for learning stochastics
for which visual abilities presumably play an ancillary role. Therefore, future research is
encouraged to explicate differences in bidirectional effects for relevant subdisciplines in
reading and mathematics. Second, to some degree, the reported results could be idiosyncratic
to the German language. So far, findings on skill transfer between reading and mathematics
are dominated by research on children from English-speaking countries (e.g., Bailey et al.
2020; Cameron et al. 2019; Duncan et al. 1997; Grimm et al. 2021). As compared to English,
the German language is characterized by a substantially more complex grammar system that
requires the knowledge and application of increasingly elaborate rules to grasp the meaning of
single sentences and whole texts. Therefore, understanding written mathematical problems
might require higher levels of reading comprehension in the German language than in other
languages that incorporate simpler grammar structures. As of yet, the comparability of
bidirectional effects between reading and mathematics across different languages is largely
uncharted territory. Third, in line with previous research, our analyses modeled linear effects
within and between cognitive domains. If some of these effects, however, are nonlinear, this
might have contributed to imprecision in parameter estimates (Voelkle 2008). Moreover, we
assumed constant time lags for all participants between adjacent grades. Although this
simplification is common in longitudinal research, in practice, measurement periods might
vary to some degree because testing times stretched over several weeks to months in each
grade. Again, this might have added to parameter uncertainty to some degree. Follow-up
studies might, therefore, compare the robustness of the reported findings by examining
bidirectional effects using alternative modeling approaches with fewer (or rather, different)
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assumptions such as continuous time models (Driver and Voelkle 2021) or dynamic
measurement models (Dumas et al. 2020). Finally, we want to acknowledge that several
alternative autoregressive models such as the latent curve model with structured residuals
(Curran et al. 2014) or the bivariate cross-lagged trait–state-error model (Kenny and Zautra
2001) have been developed that also account for unmeasured stable person and environmental
effects (for an overview see also Zyphur et al. 2020). However, these are often not very useful
in practice because they have substantial data requirements (e.g., regarding the number of
measurement points) and more importantly, frequently result in improper solutions or
nonconvergence of the SEMs (Orth et al. 2021; Usami et al 2019).
4.2 Conclusion
Reading and mathematical competencies showed remarkable stability across lower and
upper secondary school. However, in contrast to previous findings from primary school,
bidirectional effects between both domains were rather small to negligible in this period.
More importantly, the resulting pattern of effects substantially diverged depending on the
chosen modeling strategy. Although our analyses emphasized that the traditional CLPM
represented an inadequate description of our data, model extensions focusing on withinperson effects (RI-CLPM) addressed a different causal effect than is typical of interest in
developmental research. Therefore, we concur with Lüdtke and Robitzsch (2021; see also
Asendorpf 2021) that differential change is better studied from a causal inference perspective,
for example, using the CLPM-L2.
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Table 1
Sample Characteristics across Measurement Occasions
Grade 5
Grade 7
Grade 9
Grade 12
Sample size
5185
3830
3266
3241
Percentage non-response
0.0%
26.1%
37.0%
37.5%
Number of schools
234
191
180
78 c
Percentage female
48.2%
48.4%
49.1%
49.9%
Mean age (SD)
10.9 (0.5)
12.9 (0.5) 14.9 (0.5)
17.9 (0.5)
Percentage migration
19.0%
17.9%
16.6%
15.9%
a
Mean socio-economic status (SD)
55.6 (20.3) 56.5 (20.2) 56.8 (20.0) 57.7 (19.8)
Mean reading competencies (SD)
0.0 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.2 (1.0)
Mean mathematical competencies (SD)
0.0 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.2 (1.0)
b
Mean reasoning abilities (SD)
0.0 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
0.1 (1.0)
Note. All reported statistics for reading, mathematics, and reasoning abilities refer to the zstandardized scores obtained in Grade 5. a Highest parental international socio-economic
index of occupational status (Ganzeboom 2010); b Measured with 12 items from Lang et al.
(2014). c Only 39.2% of the sample were examined in regular schools (i.e., Gymnasium),
while most respondents were tested individually outside school.
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Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Reading and Mathematics across Measurement Occasions

M

SD

MV

Grade 7

Reading
Grade 9 Grade 12

Grade 5

Mathematics
Grade 7 Grade 9

Grade 12

Reading
Grade 5
0.00 1.00 0.0%
.74
.72
.68
.77
.72
.70
.61
Grade 7
0.57 1.08 26.3%
.74
.71
.69
.71
.68
.59
Grade 9
1.08 0.84 42.6%
.69
.68
.67
.69
.58
Grade 12
1.64 0.89 51.6%
.64
.64
.63
.59
Mathematics
Grade 5
0.00 1.00 0.0%
.89
.85
.78
Grade 7
0.70 1.08 26.1%
.86
.79
Grade 9
1.50 1.04 39.9%
.79
Grade 12
2.11 1.06 49.1%
Note. Based upon 30 plausible values. MV = Percentage of missing values. All correlations are significant at p < .001.
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Table 3
Fit Statistics for Different Cross-Lagged Panel Models
Model

Number of
parameters

Degrees of
freedom

Chisquared a

p

Scaling
correction

CFI

RMSEA

SRMR

BIC

Basic models
1. CLPM
29
15
888.25
< .001
1.52
.92
.13
.06
79634
2. CLPM-L2
37
7
196.36
< .001
1.63
.98
.09
.02
77287
Difference Model 1 – Model 2 b
8
708.83
< .001
1.42
3. RI-CLPM
32
12
210.11
< .001
1.79
.98
.08
.06
77287
Difference Model 1 – Model 3 b
3
1480.32 < .001
0.45
Controlling for observed confounders
4. CLPM
77
15
758.19
< .001
1.47
.95
.12
.03
73661
5. CLPM-L2
85
7
182.97
< .001
1.63
.99
.09
.01
71788
b
Difference Model 4 – Model 5
8
599.50
< .001
1.33
6. RI-CLPM
80
12
196.95
< .001
1.52
.99
.07
.02
71695
b
Difference Model 4 – Model 6
3
452.30
< .001
1.25
Note. CLPM = Cross-lagged panels model with lag 1; CLPM-L2 = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 2; RI-CLPM = Random intercept cross-lagged
panel model; CFI = robust comparative fit index; RMSEA = robust root mean squared error of approximation; SRMR = standardized root mean
squared residual; BIC = Bayesian information criterion. a Yuan and Bentler (2000) test statistic; b Likelihood-ratio test of differences in model fit
(Meng & Rubin 1992). All models are based upon 30 plausible values and include stationary constraints for the third and fourth measurement occasion.
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Table 4
Structural Coefficients for Different Cross-lagged Panel Models
CLPM
CLPM-L2
RI-CLPM
B (SE)
%Var
B (SE)
%Var
B (SE)
%Var
Autoregressive effects for reading
Grades 5 → 7
0.56 (0.02)*** 26.8% 0.56 (0.02)*** 26.8%
0.12 (0.04)**
0.6%
***
***
Grades 7 → 9
0.42 (0.02)
26.8% 0.31 (0.02)
14.5%
0.01 (0.01)
0.0%
***
***
***
Grades 9 → 12
0.51 (0.03)
26.4% 0.30 (0.02)
9.0% -0.81 (0.16)
9.9%
Autoregressive effects for mathematics
Grades 5 → 7
0.87 (0.02)*** 64.9% 0.87 (0.02)*** 64.9% 0.34 (0.05)***
2.8%
***
***
***
Grades 7 → 9
0.73 (0.03)
52.2% 0.44 (0.04)
19.3% 0.25 (0.05)
1.5%
***
***
Grades 9 → 12
0.77 (0.02)
62.3% 0.43 (0.03)
19.7%
-0.07 (0.16)
0.1%
Cross-lagged effects for mathematics on reading
Grades 5 → 7
0.32 (0.03)***
8.8%
0.32 (0.02)***
8.8%
0.34 (0.07)***
2.8%
***
*
***
Grades 7 → 9
0.22 (0.02)
7.5%
0.07 (0.03)
0.7% -0.12 (0.03)
0.3%
***
**
**
Grades 9 → 12
0.26 (0.02)
10.7%
0.08 (0.03)
1.1%
-0.33 (0.12)
3.2%
Cross-lagged effects for reading on mathematics
Grades 5 → 7
0.11 (0.02)***
0.9%
0.11 (0.02)***
0.9%
0.17 (0.03)***
1.3%
***
***
+
Grades 7 → 9
0.14 (0.02)
1.8%
0.09 (0.02)
0.7%
0.05 (0.03)
0.1%
**
***
Grades 9 → 12
0.07 (0.02)
0.3%
0.02 (0.02)
0.0% -0.70 (0.14)
6.6%
Note. CLPM = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 1; CLPM-L2 = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 2; RI-CLPM = Random-intercept cross-lagged
panel model. B = Regression coefficient (with standard error in parenthesis); %Var = Percentage of variance explained in total scores. All models are
based upon 30 plausible values and include stationary constraints for the third and fourth measurement occasion. Lag 2 effects of CLPM-L2 are not
presented.
***
p < .001, ** p < .01, * < .05, + p < .10
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Figure 1
Path Diagrams for Different Cross-Lagged Panel Models for Reading and Mathematics across Eight Grades.

Note. CLPM = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 1, CLPM-L2 = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 2, RI-CLPM = Random-intercept cross-lagged
panel model, R = Reading, M = Math. Squares denote observed variables and circles indicate unobserved variables. The mean structure is not
presented.
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Figure 2
Average Score Distributions for Reading and Mathematics

Note. Competence scores based on averaged plausible values were z-standardized with respect
to the mean and standard deviation in Grade 5.
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Attrition Analyses
Throughout the study, pronounced dropout was observed. From the initial sample of
5,185 students that participated in Grade 5 about 74%, 63%, and 63% also participated in
Grades 7, 9, and 12, respectively. The descriptive information of the sample at the different
measurement occasions in Table 1 showed that particularly boys and students with migration
backgrounds or lower socioeconomic status tended to refuse participation at later
measurement occasions. Moreover, students with lower reading and mathematical abilities in
Grade 5 seemed to refuse participation in Grade 12. However, the respective effects were
rather small with about 0.2 units on a z-standardized scale.
To study potential selection effects in greater detail, we conducted attrition analyses and
regressed the students’ participation status in Grades 7, 9, or 12 (coded 0 as dropout and 1 as
participation) on several sociodemographic characteristics and cognitive scores obtained in
Grade 5. These predictors included a dummy-coded indicator of students’ gender (0 = male, 1
= female), their age (in years), migration status (0 = without, 1 = with migration background),
socio-economic status as measured by the highest parental international socio-economic index
of occupational status (Ganzeboom 2010), reasoning abilities measured with 12 items (ω =
.71) from Lang et al. (2014), and reading and mathematical competences. Missing values on
the predictor variables were imputed 30 times using classification and regression trees
(Burgette and Reiter 2010) in mice version 3.13.0 (Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn,
2011). The results of respective probit regression analyses are given in Table S1. Because
continuous predictors were z-standardized, the reported effects can be interpreted as effect
sizes. To account for students being nested in different schools, we report cluster-robust
standard errors (Cameron et al. 2011).
These analyses showed that the strongest predictors of nonresponse were mathematical
abilities in Grade 5. However, with standardized effects between 0.15 and 0.29 respective
selection effects were not large. In contrast, reasoning abilities as an indicator of general
2
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cognitive abilities showed no incremental effect. Moreover, in Grade 12 nonresponse was also
associated with students’ sex (B = 0.19), indicating that men were less likely to participate in
the last assessment wave. In contrast, the effects of age, migration background, and socioeconomic status were, albeit significant (p < .05), negligible in size. To account for these
selection effects the presented analyses models included mathematical competencies and in
parts also students’ gender, thus, adopting a missing at random assumption (cf. Zinn and
Gnambs, 2018).

Table S1
Probit Regressions Predicting Participation Status Across Measurement Occasions
Grade 7
Grade 9
Grade 12
B (SE)
B (SE)
B (SE)
Intercept
0.62 (0.48)
0.31 (0.58)
0.27* (0.12)
Female a
0.08* (0.04)
0.10* (0.04)
0.19*** (0.03)
Age (in years) b
0.01 (0.03)
0.00 (0.02)
-0.06*** (0.01)
Migration background a
0.03 (0.06)
-0.08 (0.06)
-0.08* (0.03)
Socio-economic status b
0.00 (0.02)
0.00 (0.02)
0.04* (0.02)
Reading competencies b
0.06 (0.04)
0.10** (0.03)
0.04 (0.03)
b
***
**
Mathematical competencies
0.22 (0.06)
0.15 (0.05)
0.29*** (0.06)
Reasoning abilities b
0.01 (0.02)
0.02 (0.02)
-0.01 (0.03)
2
Nagelkerke R
.06
.05
.11
Note. N = 5,185. Outcomes indicate participation (1) or dropout (0) in a given wave. Standard
errors were corrected for school clustering following Cameron et al. (2011).
a

Coded 0 = “no” and 1 = “yes”; b z-standardized scores in Grade 5.

***

p < .001, ** p < .01, * < .05, + p < .10
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Background Model for Plausible Value Estimation
Plausible value estimation requires the specification of a background model that
predicts the latent competency (Lüdtke and Robitzsch 2017). These covariates are included as
latent regressors to account for measurement error on the population level. Moreover, an
appropriately defined background model also allows imputing missing competence scores for
non-responders that did not take part in the assessment. Therefore, we included a large set of
variables in the background models for the latent variable models of reading and mathematics
that have been shown to be either associated with reading or mathematical competencies or
predicted the occurrence of nonresponse. For the present analyses, a total of 17 variables were
selected (see Table S2). These included sociodemographic characteristics, various cognitive
abilities, self-reports, and methodological design variables.
As sociodemographic variables, we selected the students’ sex (coded 0 for boys and 1
for girls), age in Grade 5 (in years), and migration background (coded 0 for non-migrants and
1 for migrants). The number of books at home measured on a six-point scale (Sieben and
Lechner 2019) and the highest parental socio-economic index of occupational status
(Ganzeboom 2010) were used as indicators of cultural capital and socio-economic status,
respectively.
Different cognitive abilities were acknowledged that were measured with standardized
achievement tests at different measurement occasions. Figural reasoning abilities were
assessed in Grades 5 and 9 using Raven-type matrices tests (cf. Lang et al. 2014). The 12
items required the identification of a logical rule that completed a figural sequence. Despite
their very short lengths, the sum scores exhibited good categorical ω reliabilities of .71 and
.72, respectively. A test of scientific literacy was administered in Grade 6 (Funke et al. 2016).
The test adhered to the theoretical framework outlined in Hahn et al. (2013) that
conceptualized scientific literacy as a unidimensional construct with the facets ‘knowledge of
science’ and ‘knowledge about science’. The 25 items administered in Grade 6 were
4
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accompanied by closed response formats (e.g., multiple-choice) and were scaled using a
unidimensional Rasch (1960) model. The proficiency scores in the form of weighted
likelihood estimates (WLE; Warm, 1986) exhibited a satisfactory marginal reliability of .77.
Finally, information and communication technology (ICT) literacy was measured in Grade 6
(Senkbeil et al. 2014) with 30 items. The theoretical framework (Senkbeil et al. 2013) defined
ICT literacy as a unidimensional construct comprising of different facets of technological and
informational literacy. The items were accompanied by closed response formats (e.g.,
multiple-choice) and were scaled using unidimensional Rasch (1960) models. The WLEs
exhibited a satisfactory reliability of .69.
Self-report measures were limited to students’ reported school grades in the school
subjects German and mathematics which were available for Grades 5 and 9. These were
measured on scales from 1 (best) to 6 (failing).
As methodological design variables, we acknowledged the number of items that a
student did not reach before the time limit of the administered reading or mathematical tests.
These were used as indicators of student engagement to account for differences in test-taking
motivation. Because students were nested in different schools (see Table 1), the hierarchical
structure was acknowledged by including the average reading or mathematical competence of
a students’ school as an additional predictor in the background model. Moreover, the school
type used in the two-stage sampling procedure in Grade 5 (see Steinhauer et al. 2015) was
used in the form of three dummy-coded variables with Gymnasium (upper secondary schools)
as reference category that reflected Hauptschule (basic secondary schools), Realschule
(intermediate secondary schools), or other school types. Finally, in Grade 12 students
attending Gymnasium were tested in school, while school leavers after Grade 9 were tested
individually at home. Therefore, a dummy variable was included that identified the test
setting (coded 0 = at school and 1 = at home).
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Estimation of Plausible Values
Plausible values for reading and mathematics at the four measurement occasions were
estimated using the R package NEPSscaling version 2.3.0 (Scharl et al. 2020) which
implements the scaling standards adopted by the NEPS (see Pohl and Carstensen 2012) and
provides Rasch-scaled plausible values that are properly linked across measurement occasions
(cf. Fischer et al. 2016). Because many variables included in the background model exhibited
substantial rates of missing values, these were imputed 30 times using classification and
regression trees (Burgette and Reiter 2010). Then, 30 plausible values were drawn from
models estimated with each imputed background data (cf. Weirich et al., 2014). Finally, from
the thus generated 30 x 30 = 90 plausible values we randomly selected 30 plausible values for
our analyses. The effects of the background variables on the latent reading and mathematical
proficiencies at the four measurement waves are summarized in Table S2. The standardized
regression weights show which variables were particularly important predictors. We refrain
from any causal interpretations of these results because most predictors were substantially
correlated with each other.
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Table S2
Background Model for Plausible Value Estimation

Variable
Sociodemographic variables
Female a
Age (in years)
Migration background a
Cultural capital
Socio-economic status
Design variables
Number of items not reached in Grade 5
Number of items not reached in Grade 7
Number of items not reached in Grade 9
Number of items not reached in Grade 12
Average school competence in Grade 5
Average school competence in Grade 7
Average school competence in Grade 9
Average school competence in Grade 12
Basic secondary schools b
Intermediate secondary schools b
Other school types b
Individual testing c
Measured in Grade 5
Reasoning abilities

Reading
β7
β9

Math

N

MV

M

SD

β5

5185
5185
5174
5116
4019

0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
1.3%
22.5%

1.5
10.9
1.2
3.8
55.6

0.5
0.5
0.4
1.4
20.3

.06***
.03*
-.01
.04**
.00

.10***
.00
.00
.00
.00

.06***
.02
.02
.01
.00

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

5185
5185
5185
4498

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
13.3%

0.2
0.2
0.1
1.7

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5

.21***
.05**
-.07***
-.06***
.29***
-.11***
-.08**
-.05*
.03**
.04***
.02
-.02*

-.07***
.14***
.03**
-.05***
-.16***
.43***
-.19***
-.06**
.00
.03*
.01
-.02*

-.09*** -.04*** .04**
.01
-.01
.01
***
*
***
-.10
-.02
-.01
.05
-.01
.03*
.13***
.01
.00
.01
.06*** -.03*
.01
.12***
-.01
.01
-.01
.07***
-.11*** -.04+ .39*** -.14*** -.09*** -.09***
-.22*** -.21*** -.17*** .46*** -.29*** -.04*
.51*** -.07*** -.09*** -.20*** .58*** -.11***
-.18*** .88*** -.05**
-.01 -.13*** .79***
.00
-.01
-.01
.00
.02
-.02
*
.03
.00
.01
.00
.01
-.01
*
*
.03
-.01
-.02
.00
.01
-.01
***
***
*
*
-.05
.06
-.02
-.01
-.02
.01

5166

0.4%

6.9

2.6

.03*

.00

.00

β12
.10***
-.03*
.01
.01
.00

.01

β5

β7

β9

β12

-.08*** -.09*** -.07*** -.09***
-.01
-.02*
-.02* -.05***
-.03**
-.01
.00
-.02*
-.01
.01
.02+
.02*
.00
.00
.01
.01

.10***

.07***

.00

.02
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Reading competence
5185 0.0%
0.0
1.3
.17*** .23*** .08*** .18***
.00
.01
-.03*
Mathematical competence
5185 0.0%
0.0
1.2
.24***
-.02
-.01
.01
.25*** .14*** .10***
Subject grade in German
4786 7.7%
2.3
0.9 -.09*** -.03*
-.04*
-.03*
-.02+
.02
.03**
.05**
Subject grade in math
4812 7.2%
2.3
0.9
.04**
.04*
.05**
.01
-.11*** -.08*** -.02
-.03*
Measured in Grade 6
Scientific literacy
4593 11.4% 0.1
1.1
.24*** .19*** .12*** .05** .09*** .09*** .07*** .04**
ICT literacy
4594 11.4% 0.0
0.8
.16*** .15*** .06**
.03+
.09*** .04**
.01
.03+
Measured in Grade 7
Reading competence
3824 26.3% 0.6
1.4
.17***
.21*** .19*** -.02+ .15*** .03**
.00
***
**
**
***
***
Mathematical competence
3830 26.1% 0.7
1.2
.02
.21
-.05
-.04
.26
.27
.10***
Measured in Grade 9
Reasoning abilities
2984 42.5% 9.3
2.2
-.02
.02
.09***
-.02
.03*
.05*** .11***
.00
***
***
***
+
*
***
Reading competence
2977 42.6% 0.0
1.1
.19
.21
.17
-.02
-.03
.10
.02
**
***
***
***
***
Mathematical competence
3114 39.9% 0.1
1.2
.02
.05
.15
.06
.15
.26
.25***
Subject grade in German
3582 30.9% 2.7
0.8 -.06*** -.08*** -.09*** -.04**
.01
.02+
.00
.04**
Subject grade in math
3581 30.9% 2.8
1.0
.05** .06***
.01
-.01
-.04** -.07*** -.14*** -.09***
Measured in Grade 12
Reading competence
2511 51.6% 0.1
0.9
.14*** .23*** .33***
.04*
.02
.04*
.06***
Mathematical competence
2640 49.1% 0.0
1.1
-.03+
-.02+
.03
.10*** .12*** .10*** .27***
Note. N = Number of observed responses, MV = Percentage of missing values, β = Standardized regression weight on the latent variable for Grades 5,
7, 9, and 12 in the background model. a Dummy coded; b Dummy variables with upper secondary schools as reference category; c Dummy variable
indicating whether in Grade 12 students were tested in the school setting or individually at home; d Different statistics for reading and mathematics.
***
p < .001, ** p < .01, * < .05, + p < .10
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Parameter Estimates Controlling for Measured Confounders

Table S3
Structural Coefficients Controlling for Measured Confounders
CLPM
CLPM-L2
RI-CLPM
B (SE)
%Var
B (SE)
%Var
B (SE)
%Var
Autoregressive effects for reading
Grades 5 → 7
0.48 (0.02)*** 19.8% 0.48 (0.02)*** 19.8% 0.13 (0.03)***
1.1%
***
***
Grades 7 → 9
0.37 (0.02)
21.0% 0.28 (0.02)
12.0%
0.03 (0.03)
0.1%
***
***
*
Grades 9 → 12
0.44 (0.03)
19.8% 0.27 (0.02)
7.4%
-0.56 (0.22)
17.7%
Autoregressive effects for mathematics
Grades 5 → 7
0.74 (0.02)*** 46.0% 0.74 (0.02)*** 46.0%
0.16 (0.07)*
1.5%
***
***
***
Grades 7 → 9
0.64 (0.03)
39.6% 0.42 (0.04)
17.3% 0.25 (0.04)
4.5%
***
***
*
Grades 9 → 12
0.68 (0.03)
48.5% 0.42 (0.03)
18.6%
0.19 (0.08)
3.0%
Cross-lagged effects for mathematics on reading
Grades 5 → 7
0.33 (0.03)***
9.3%
0.33 (0.03)***
9.3%
0.32 (0.06)***
6.6%
***
*
*
Grades 7 → 9
0.19 (0.02)
5.7%
0.07 (0.03)
0.7%
-0.07 (0.04)
0.6%
***
***
Grades 9 → 12
0.26 (0.02)
10.9% 0.10 (0.03)
1.6%
-0.08 (0.11)
0.8%
Cross-lagged effects for reading on mathematics
Grades 5 → 7
0.12 (0.02)***
1.2%
0.12 (0.02)***
1.2%
0.18 (0.03)***
2.0%
***
***
*
Grades 7 → 9
0.14 (0.02)
1.9%
0.09 (0.02)
0.8%
0.08 (0.03)
0.4%
***
+
*
Grades 9 → 12
0.10 (0.02)
0.7%
0.04 (0.02)
0.1%
-0.34 (0.16)
4.6%
Note. CLPM = Cross-lagged panel model with lag 1; CLPM-L2 = Cross-lagged panel model
with lag 2; RI-CLPM = Random-intercept cross-lagged panel model. B = Regression
coefficient (with standard error in parenthesis); %Var = Percentage of variance explained in
total scores. All models are based upon 30 plausible values, include stationary constraints for
the third and fourth measurement occasion, and control for observed confounders (i.e., sex,
school track, reasoning abilities, socio-economic status). Lag 2 effects and effects of
confounders are not presented.
***
p < .001, ** p < .01, * < .05, + p < .10
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